THE ZENITH
RANGE

™

INSPIRED BY EUROPE. DESIGNED FOR AUSTRALIA

CLASSIC EUROPEAN
ELEGANCE IN QUALITY
AUSTRALIAN STEEL
Inspired by the best in European design, Lysaght’s new
ZENITH™ range provides a stylish suite of profiles to add to
your design palette.

And you know that along with genuine style, the ZENITH™
range offers you the peace of mind only Lysaght, the trusted
experience in steel, can deliver.

Available in the contemporary COLORBOND® steel colour
range, the superb COLORBOND® Metallic steel colour
range and the expansive colour array of the LYSAGHT
YOURCOLOR™ custom colour offer, the LYSAGHT ZENITH™
range will deliver a striking visual impact wherever it is used.

With our nationwide network, technical expertise and
production and service capabilities – and as part of
Australia’s leading manufacturer, BlueScope – we provide
the products and support that Australia’s builders, specifiers
and architects can build on with confidence.

Every product in the ZENITH™ range has been tested in
Lysaght’s own NATA accredited facility to ensure it not only
adheres to Australian Standards but can also meet the
rigorous challenges of Australia’s harsh conditions, even in
cyclonic regions.

LYSAGHT LONGLINE®
This striking cladding features slender, high ribs and broad,
flat pans that make a dramatic statement on any structure.
Using a concealed fixing system to maintain its clean lines
LYSAGHT LONGLINE® cladding is available with plain or
fluted pans and can also be tapered for a fan-like effect
where curvilinear roofs require a tailored cladding solution.

LYSAGHT DOMINION™

LYSAGHT IMPERIAL™

Whether used in long lengths running vertically or horizontally
on a structure, or in shorter lengths to create a ‘block-like’ effect,
LYSAGHT DOMINION™ makes a strong and extremely stylish
statement. With raised panels and recessed, ‘express’ joins, this
profile conveys a sleek, contemporary character with a pleasing
detail created by the shadowed ‘channels’.

The sky is truly the limit with LYSAGHT IMPERIAL™. Featuring broad,
flat pans and slender, well-defined ribs, this cleanly elegant cladding
complements virtually any architectural design. Combine those
good looks with a curving capacity not readily achieved in all
cladding, and you have the ultimate profile for style and versatility.

LYSAGHT BAROQUE™

LYSAGHT ENSEAM™

A heritage-inspired profile, LYSAGHT BAROQUE™ features wide,
flat pans defined by generous semi-circular ribs. At once delivering
a strong linear visual which is gentled by the unusual, rounded
rib-form, this profile offers a most unique visual character which sits
easily with both traditional and contemporary architecture.

Broad flat pans and a lower, yet substantial rib combine to form
yet another distinct visual dynamic in LYSAGHT ENSEAM™
cladding. While possessing clean and striking good looks,
this profile also has an easy style that makes it a very versatile
cladding solution for contemporary architectural designs.

THE NEW ZENITH™ RANGE
OFFERS FIVE STRIKING
PROFILES THAT ADD DYNAMIC
VISUAL TEXTURE TO ANY
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
LYSAGHT® steel cladding has long been a valuable design resource for Australian
architects, providing as it does aesthetically appealing and versatile facades that bend,
often literally, to their creative will and add exciting visual dimensions to their designs.
In the ZENITH™ cladding range, that design value has reached new heights with profiles
that deliver bolder aesthetics than seen before, paired with the exceptional performance
you have come to know and expect from LYSAGHT® steel products.
LYSAGHT ZENITH™ ARCHITECTURAL PROFILES. A TOUCH OF EUROPE FROM
AUSTRALIA’S TRUSTED EXPERIENCE IN STEEL
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Tel: (03) 8795 2100

(includes off-site mobile roll-former)
Tel: (02) 4720 1900
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149 Kerry Road,
Archerfield QLD 4108

19 Integrity Way,
Wangara WA 6065

36 Murphy Street
Invermay, TAS, 7248

Tel: (07) 3365 7777

Tel: (08) 6189 6700

Tel: (03) 6333 8400

WWW.LYSAGHT.COM
Technical enquiries:
steeldirect@bluescopesteel.com or call 1800 641 417

LYSAGHT®, COLORBOND® and LONGLINE® are registered trade marks.
ZENITH™, DOMINION™, IMPERIAL™, BAROQUE™ and ENSEAM™ are trade marks
of BlueScope Steel Limited. ABN 16 000 011 058. The LYSAGHT® range of
products is exclusively made by BlueScope Steel Limited trading as Lysaght.
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